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IDC OPINION
With all the preconfigured database server offerings that combine hardware and
software into a single system from a single vendor that is specialized to a particular
purpose, the appeal of such simplicity in installation and configuration is obvious. How
many IT managers really take into account all the factors involved in choosing such a
specialized database system as opposed to deploying database management
software on industry-standard hardware? The factors involved include the following:
 Configuration simplicity versus flexibility
 Concentration of database management on a single vendor's technology versus
choosing the optimal technology for each job
 Low cost of entry versus low cost of exit

IN THIS WHITE P APER
This white paper considers the decision process involved in choosing between a
specialized factory database configuration from a single vendor for each fixed
purpose and a broad-based set of infrastructure software, including database
management software, managed and controlled by the IT organization across the
enterprise. The document considers the benefits of the factory configuration. It also
points to a number of concerns that might suggest that, for many database systems,
the open database configuration may be the better long-term option.

SITUATION OVERVIEW
Most enterprise IT departments are faced with an ever-deepening complexity crisis as
the amount and the variety of data to be managed continue to increase, requiring
more and larger databases, yet the budget for resources remains constant or may
even be shrinking. How does one deal with growing demand for data management
while holding the line on cost? Will commitment to a solution today limit the ability of
IT to respond to data management needs in the future?
Advances in database management system (DBMS) technology have resulted in
databases that are largely self-managing, and when they require administration, they
are fairly easy to manage. Adding database hardware and software configurations

increases the overall complexity of managing any datacenter. There are two
competing approaches to this problem: one offering a quick solution to known
problems today and the other favoring long-term manageability and flexibility:
 The specialized database system involves installing a hardware-software
configuration that is fit to purpose and factory built by a single vendor to eliminate
installation and reduce administration effort.
 The open data management configuration cuts installation and administration
effort by using smart, self-configuring database software and may be installed on
leading server and storage systems. It also affords datacenter managers the
flexibility of choosing the best hardware from a range of competing options for
each element of the workload going forward rather than forcing a permanently
fixed hardware allocation.

Competing Datacenter Strategies
Before considering the specialized database system versus managed open database
configuration options, an enterprise should examine its overall datacenter
management strategy because the option chosen must fit with that strategy. Most
enterprise datacenters suffer from the following ills:
 Complexity. There are simply too many systems, all different, with differing
requirements for management and technical expertise, and maintaining these
systems consumes vast amounts of staff time.
 Underutilization. In most cases, database servers are grossly underutilized
because they are acquired separately for each application or data warehouse
and provisioned for the anticipated peak requirements over the three to five years
that they are expected to be in service. This means that utilization is typically at
10–20% of capacity in the first two years and rarely goes over 80% of capacity
ever, with average utilization hovering at around 40%.
 Redundancy. The same data is frequently kept in more than one place perhaps
because, to reduce the load on transactional databases, data is streamed from
transactional databases to report databases for handling simple queries and
reports. Data is also moved from operational databases to analytic databases,
such as data warehouses, for deeper analysis and more complex query and
reporting. Both scheduling and managing all this data movement, as well as
accounting for the latencies that underlie all such queries and reports, add cost
and risk to data management.
To address these problems, datacenter managers have turned to the following:
 Database consolidation to reduce the number of database instances and cut
datacenter management complexity. Done well, this move also can help alleviate
the underutilization problem.
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 Database reconfiguration to enable reporting and querying on live operational
data to reduce the amount of data movement and the data latency underlying the
queries and reports. The ideal here is, of course, to find a database management
system that can fully support both transactional operations and analytical
operations against the same data.
 Adoption of specialized systems, such as database appliances, or preconfigured
single-vendor hardware-software packages to reduce the number of databases that
must be manually configured. This approach can help address the complexity and
underutilization issues to some extent but does not really address the redundancy
problem because these systems generally segregate data by workload.
 Comprehensive programs for managing servers and storage that ensure that the
right capacity is acquired for the range of workloads expected and that each server
or storage system is appropriately managed with respect to its depreciation period
and upgrade schedule. These programs are coordinated with release management
for major software systems, including ERP applications, analytic applications,
DBMSs, messaging and enterprise service bus software, email, content
management, and operating systems. Here, management complexity is reduced by
fitting each datacenter component into a systematic schedule. Efficiency and
reliability are further enhanced by the use of system management software that
spans all server and storage systems, regardless of their workloads.
It should be clear that the previously mentioned specialized systems and
comprehensive management programs are somewhat orthogonal because
specialized systems generally come with their own management software and are not
tied into a generalized framework, and they require software and hardware upgrade
plans that are entirely unto themselves and not related to the rest of the datacenter.
Two alternative strategic approaches seem to suggest themselves based on the
foregoing — one involving building networks of specialized systems and filling the
gaps with generalized systems and software and the other involving a comprehensive
strategy for managing hardware systems uniformly across the board and assigning
hardware assets to software on a "best fit" basis while preserving the option to
change hardware, software, and the assignments of one to the other as requirements
shift and new technologies become available.

Specialized System Networks
The idea here is that one would deploy various specialized systems, each containing
optimized hardware and software designed to address a single workload by a single
vendor, network them together, and then use commodity hardware and separate
software products for those workloads not covered by the specialized systems. Such
specialized systems could include application servers, transactional database servers,
data warehouse servers, analytical application servers, email servers, content servers,
and so on.
Each system would be managed separately and would be on its own upgrade cycle.
Because operations will revolve around this configuration of specialized systems,
switching vendors (which would involve both hardware and software in each case) would
become impractical, so each specialized system becomes a long-term commitment.
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Open System and Software Management
This approach involves committing to the acquisition of servers and storage
appropriate to a range of workloads, with some more suited to transactional
databases, others to analytical databases, others to applications, and so on, but only
by degree, based on numbers of processors (or cores), memory sizes, and so on.
Software is installed on the servers that are most appropriate for the intended
workload but may be moved around as necessary. As servers and storage reach full
depreciation and require replacement, hardware vendors would compete with each
other to provide the replacement.
All the servers can be managed in a uniform way using generalized system
management software, thereby achieving efficiencies of scale in staff effort. Software,
including database software, can be purchased based on its suitability to its intended
purpose at the time but changed in the future if necessary. As a result, software
vendors also find themselves in a position of potential displacement should another
vendor's product prove more suitable down the road.

Competing Cloud Visions
Although most larger enterprises are working with private clouds to some extent,
cloud architecture is not yet the dominant approach to datacenter organization today.
This is likely to change in the future, however, as the cloud approach of elasticity and
flexibility through virtualization promises to deliver big rewards in terms of lower allaround datacenter management costs while maximizing options for the enterprise to
change out information technology as business needs change.
The specialized system versus open system and software management approaches
described previously point to a divergence in cloud vision between the two options:
 The closed cloud. This option embraces specialization for greater vendor
assistance and involvement in simplifying management at the expense of less
flexibility and lower vendor competition, with virtualization and elasticity existing
within specialized systems, but not across the cloud overall.
 The open cloud. This option embraces broad-based management of assets,
with a changeable array of hardware resources virtualized and dynamically
available to a range of software workloads. Such an option ensures broad-based
tuning, higher utilization rates (because available capacity may be dynamically
assigned), and greater flexibility in both present configuration and future
hardware and software acquisition.
These two options are illustrated in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1
Open Cloud Versus Closed Cloud
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The Specialized System
The specialized system typically involves software that has been customized for a
particular hardware configuration and hardware that has been configured just for that
workload. A specialized database system is built to serve a specific database
workload. It is typically chosen because it offers the ability to set up and manage a
database server with no installation and very minimal administration effort.

What Is the Specialized Database System?
A specialized database system includes database software and hardware from a single
vendor. Often, the hardware and software have been organized into an unusual
configuration, but because it is a closed system, supported by the vendor, such a
configuration represents little risk to the user organization. It not only includes software
that has been configured and tuned specifically for that hardware but also may include
software that has been created specifically for that packaged configuration and is not
available in any other form. The configuration usually includes software preinstalled and
configured on servers and storage connected via an optimized high-speed private
network, all within a single box for easy installation and initiation.
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Benefits of the Specialized Database System
The specialized database system is designed to deliver much better performance for
the vendor's database software than can be had on a typical system that is user
administered, while requiring very little ongoing user administration itself. The specific
benefits of such a system are as follows:
 Optimized performance for much higher transaction throughput than is typically
realized in a user-configured installation of the same vendor's database software
 Much less administration than is typically required with a user-configured
installation of the same vendor's database software
 Better continuous operation than is typically experienced with the same vendor's
software on a user-managed system
 Much less administrative (schema management) and operations (database
unloads and reloads) time required for routine management tasks such as
database reorganization and index rebuilding than would typically be required by
the same vendor's software on a user-managed system
 Lower power consumption and less floor space than would be required with a
similar installation of the same vendor's software on user-administered servers
and storage managing the same amount of data for the same workload

Limitations of the Specialized Database System
Along with the benefits listed previously, the specialized database system also carries
some constraints and limitations that must be taken into consideration when
committing to such a solution. Limitations include the following:
 Most IT organizations manage database systems and storage as part of a broadbased program of resource management. Because of the specialized nature of
the components of a specialized database system, they are essentially "black
boxed," meaning that they are outside generalized resource management. This
also means that inclusion of such specialized systems under a third-party
management or security program is not possible.
 It is often necessary to shuffle resources to meet the varying needs of IT. The
resources of a specialized system cannot be repurposed. If a migration or an
upgrade involves moving workload off the specialized system, that system is
simply unusable except as the platform for some other database managed by the
same vendor's software.
 Server and storage system vendors offer management facilities that can reduce
administration effort and support the leveraging of those resources in a flexible
manner. Such capabilities would not apply to the specialized system. Also, the
assets on the specialized system will remain permanently segregated from the
rest of the IT environment, manageable only with software from that vendor.
 Moving to a specialized system involves more than software and hardware
acquisition and setup; it can change the organization of the datacenter, both
physically and in terms of personnel. Once done, it is difficult to change back, so
such a move is a more or less permanent commitment. Server and storage
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systems are constantly evolving, offering new and different capabilities, some of
which may prove attractive for database management. Users of the specialized
database system will need to have faith that the vendor they have selected will
continue to offer upgrades to that solution that are superior to alternatives offered
by server and storage vendors going forward.

The Open Data Management Configuration
The open data management configuration is one in which hardware and software IT
assets are managed systematically, with little dependency between software systems
and the IT assets chosen to run them. This approach yields the flexibility to always
choose the right servers and storage for the software. If one goes the extra step of
virtualizing hardware assets, one can dramatically reduce overall system and storage
administration effort while yielding much higher capacity usage than is normally
possible in datacenters where individual storage and server systems are managed
separately with permanently affixed workloads.

Considering the Managed Open Configuration
Deploying a database in a virtualized manner involves embracing a managed open
configuration. Up to now, such a configuration has been pretty much impossible to do
for databases in practice because of their special use of storage and their coincident
need for database consistency and internal integrity. Dramatically increased use of
memory, including the deployment of in-memory databases on server clusters,
combined with affordable high-speed networking, has made it possible for databases to
be deployed in a much more flexible way, in keeping with the private cloud concept.
Advances in DBMS technology now allow database instances to be moved around
physically without changing the database application code. They are also much
more able to move data onto and off of storage without requiring slow and costly
operational tasks normally required to reorganize a database. Many DBMS products
now enable users to seat data in memory, further reducing the pressure on storage
and enabling greater flexibility in storage allocation.
Running database instances on generalized servers and storage enables the IT
organization to make use of server and storage management software that extends
across the datacenter to manage both structured data and unstructured data,
including email datasets and flat files. It can also make the scheduling of routine
system and storage maintenance easier and more flexible than if database systems
are run on specialized hardware.
This approach also delivers maximum flexibility to the IT organization in making future
hardware choices as existing systems reach full depreciation. If cheaper, faster,
better servers or storage become available to support a database workload, a
managed open configuration makes it fairly easy to migrate to such servers and
storage. Thus, while the specialized database system may reduce the "cost of entry"
for a database system configuration, the open managed configuration reduces the
"cost of exit" from any given hardware configuration.
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Benefits of the Managed Open Configuration
The key business benefits of the managed open configuration may be summarized
as follows:
 Generalized administration reduces operational costs. The broad management
of server and storage systems allows routine activities such as backups,
system maintenance, etc., to be applied in a scalable manner and simplifies
operational schedules.
 Flexibility in deployment means less excess capacity cost. Servers and storage
can be reassigned different workloads over time so that the resources of lightly
loaded databases and applications can be reduced, and those resources can be
reallocated to databases and applications that have a greater need for them,
reducing the need for overprovisioning.
 Flexibility in deployment also means support for a variety of options on the
software side, ensuring that the enterprise is always using the right DBMS for the
job at hand. In fact, this flexibility can serve to blunt the approach of the
specialized database system, which drives the user to apply the same
technology to every job. The reward for proper exercise of this flexibility is
optimal performance and manageability for each workload.
 Vendor independence means the best technology with maximum bargaining
power. As server and storage systems become eligible for replacement, the IT
manager can take advantage of the best technology available regardless of the
vendor and can bargain for the best price. By contrast, after a commitment is
made to a specialized database system, IT's future resource options are limited.

Limitations of the Managed Open Configuration
Of course, there are aspects of the open data management configuration that limit its
value when considered against the specialized database system. For one thing, it is
unlikely that any configuration of database software and general-purpose hardware
will quite match the performance of hardware and software that contain optimizations
specific to each other that are not otherwise available (although because different
DBMS technologies are involved, a more efficient DBMS run on virtualized resources
may still outperform a specialized database system for certain workloads). For
another, no such manual configuration will offer the same maintenance-free operation
that can be had from a specialized database system.
Also, the managed open configuration involves applying database operations in a
manner that is different from what IT staff normally do. Typically, database servers
and storage are committed, "locked down," to specific database instances. This fact
adds to the appeal of the specialized database system.
This flexibility is at the heart of the differentiating value proposition of the managed
open configuration versus the single-vendor solution. The choice is as clear as this:
somewhat better performance and lower administration cost associated with specific
databases on the one hand versus overall greater flexibility and a greater ability to
leverage the datacenter resources overall to serve the mission of the enterprise on
the other.
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It is worth noting that although the specialized database system may offer low
administration costs for the database instances involved, the managed open
configuration can offer lower overall operational costs for the datacenter. In fact, while
the specialized database system may offer lower administrative costs on an individual
basis, users of DBMSs that support resource virtualization and administrative functions
across their instances actually experience lower administration costs as well.

FUTURE OUTLOOK
As time goes by, it is reasonable to expect that both specialized database systems
and the hardware and software purchasable a la carte will evolve. IDC expects all
DBMSs to evolve in the direction of in-memory database support, which will
dramatically improve performance, reduce dependency on storage, and simplify
operations and database administration. This means that over time, even with the
continued progress and optimizations that are bound to come for specialized
database systems as well as their alternatives, the differences between the
specialized database system and the open data management configuration in terms
of performance and operations benefits will narrow, while the differences in terms of
flexibility in operations and future acquisition will remain the same.
While users need to apply the right technology to each job, they also want to be able
to blend operational functionality for workloads that are similar. The flexibility of the
open managed configuration delivers that ability, helping eliminate database silos
without compromising the option to use the right hardware and software for each task
at hand. Moving forward, vendors will continue to offer a variety of technologies
addressing different workloads, and it will be up to users to adopt a management
strategy that enables them to take advantage of each relevant technology while
maintaining overall manageability of the environment.
Storage systems are also evolving toward virtualized data service platforms that may
enable the sharing of data services in ways not currently possible. Of course, such
capabilities could exist only in an open managed configuration because in the
specialized database system, the storage is closed and resources are not shareable.

CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES
Of course, specialized database systems could evolve in ways that cannot be
anticipated, offering overwhelming benefits to their users. At the same time, managed
open configurations, leading toward private cloud adoption, may be stalled by
difficulties in moving operations staff to the new paradigm. It is up to the vendors of
components that fit the managed open configuration to enable their customers to
smoothly adopt the private cloud approach.
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CONCLUSION
Enterprise IT departments, pressed for ways to manage growing numbers and sizes
of databases with limited and, in some cases, dwindling resources, are looking for
options in terms of product configurations. One approach that is gaining a great deal
of play is the specialized database system, in which hardware and software are
preconfigured together, and in some cases customized for each other, as fixed,
closed systems to deliver improved database performance with minimal
administration. Another approach is to move toward an open database configuration
and take advantage of the flexibility features of newer DBMSs that enable dynamic
resource allocation and generalized administration and operations.
A fair summary of the situation is as follows:
 For some specific purposes, a specialized database system can make a lot of
sense.
 As a general strategy, the open data management configuration has a great deal
to recommend itself in terms of both comprehensive datacenter manageability
and hardware and software configuration flexibility in the future.
 As DBMSs move toward in-memory database management, and system
flexibility becomes the rule, the advantages of specialized database systems may
become less compelling, while those of managed open configurations could
prevail as a general IT strategy.
It is up to each enterprise to consider the options carefully and make a choice that
not only deals with the present situation but also takes into account future options and
plans.
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